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*Cheryl Kinderknecht Friends at the Gala

This work celebrates friendship and social connections.
These ladies are ... standing shoulder-to-shoulder, posing
for a photograph. Based on their happy, off-beat attire, I
imagine that they are attending the opening reception of
an art exhibit.
Cheryl Kinderknecht

Arts4All Florida celebrates its
40th anniversary with the statewide juried
exhibition, “Forty 4 Forty.”
For four decades, Arts4All Florida has provided
programs that make it possible for people of all abilities to
contribute to the social, cultural, and economic life of
Florida. With art instruction, cultural experiences,
exhibitions and art shows, online coaching, teacher
trainings, and career courses, Arts4All Florida increases
artistic expertise, fosters creativity, encourages social
skills, imbues confidence, teaches marketable skills, and
provides innovative ways of communicating.
Artists featured in this exhibition exemplify the
longevity, scope, and impact of Arts4All Florida. The
exhibition showcases Arts4All Florida Registry Artists,
Teaching Artists, Student Artists, and artists throughout
Florida who support the goals and mission of our dynamic
organization.
We hope you enjoy the diversity of medium, style,
and inspiration that make 11” x 14” paper works a unique
celebratory exhibition. On the Capitol walls you will see a
rainbow of colors, endearing stories, cutting edge talent,
and unique perspectives of Florida artists.
Come celebrate with us!
- Sandra Sroka and Susan Baldino, Curators
The mission of Arts4All Florida is to provide, support and
champion arts education and cultural experiences for and
by people with disabilities. Our vision is to create a world in
which the arts are universally accessible.

Like our lived experiences, art is marked by color and
form, joy and challenge, growth and celebration, times
remembered and times to come. The works of “Forty 4
Forty” poignantly express these elements of life. You
see here their stunning works along with some of the
words they use to describe their art.
* Denotes a member of the Arts4All Florida Artist Registry
† Denotes an Arts4All Florida Teaching Artist

COLOR!

Artists in this exhibition use color to highlight and
define their works. Some works burst forth with explosions
of exuberant color that help to reveal deeper meaning.

[My art is] color, whimsical fantasy,
surrealism with humor, spiritual
awareness, a sense of our place in the
world and our connectivity to each
other and all living things.
Danuta Rothschild
Danuta Rothschild
This Closeup Matters
Chyanne White
Sunset Colorful
Nora De La Bat
Ondine: Memento Vivere

My paintings
showcase a bold,
vibrant palette,
inviting [viewers] to
look for meaning
beyond color.
Adorable Monique
*Adorable Monique
My Grateful Heart

*Austin Lubetkin
Origami Woman

Some artists use a subtle palette to tenderly express
emotion and events.

Stories deal with memories and art is a place for them...
Alex Wittkopf
The Day I Moved

Veronica Fazzio
Metamorphosis
*Wheelchair Highwaymen
Afanochua Dream

Mikiko Tanaka
Reiwa (Beautiful
Harmony)

STORIES!

Angelina Rappa
Dripping in Gold

During these challenging and
unprecedented times, like the
budding plum blossoms, my hope is
to share my art forms to encourage
and support others with beauty and
grace. In turn, trying to share my art
with others provides me the strength,
inspiration, and a sense of connection
with fellow artists.
Mikiko Tanaka

All pictures tell tales and the works of art of “Forty 4 Forty”
are laden with personal and poetic narratives, real and
fictional characters.
Jose Luis
Garcia

Prom
Kiss
Make a Wish
I see my practice as visual poetry for myself and others
[and] find that using personal imagery...allows audiences
the ability to connect with my work on a deeper more
intimate level. 		
		
Jose Luis Garcia

Bailey Burgis
Let’s Sell It
Mathilde
Pateau
Memories:
10567 Acme
Road

Through writing, erasing,
drawing, and painting
on paper, I embarked on
a process of achieving
personal closure with
the inevitable...and
celebrate the
innumerable happy
memories that were
created in my beloved
childhood home.
Mathilde Pateau

Many times, artists recount the joys and challenges of life...

*Sandy Hill
Mask

William Coleman

What Big Teeth You
Have

Donnie Watts

COVID Ups and
Downs

I thought about the changes in my thinking and
prioritizing during the pandemic, and although there has
been some wear and tear to my person, psyche, and
fabric, I realized I’ve learned a great deal about patience
and flexibility. Along with my friends and family, I’ve
reestablished what’s really important. My art reflects our
resilience and my community with other women artists.
Sandy Hill

CELEBRATIONS!

What would life be without saluting our milestones and
achievements? Arts4All Florida artists know how to
celebrate, and they do it with whimsy, love, and merriment!

Marshal and
Betsy Fisher
Just let me draw,
Mom.

James Beck
Pencil Caliber

Gavin Trainor
Shoes

Daily Bash
Jubilee
Freedom Saturnalia
Celebrations should be forever and immortal.
Direne Esparza Lorenzo

There are chronicles of the uplifting and
healing power of art...

When I’m immersed in drawing or
painting, nothing else really matters. It’s
relaxing, meditative and calming and
has long been my therapy. As an artist
once said to me, “I can't not do it”.
Margaret Zabor

*Miriam Zimms,
SpineTastic

*Rory
Odom
*Margaret Zabor
Paint Party Girl

†April
Fitzpatrick
The Body
Keeps the
Score Corey Broxton
Blackbird
Unity

My work is a conversation between self
and place, using the pineapple and the
art process as a paradoxical intervention
to uplift mental wellness.
April Fitzpatrick
*Lora Duguay
Johnny’s Joy

Direne
Esparza
Lorenzo

Painting is my healing, my respite, my
expression of mind, body and soul.
Lora Duguay

Forty Four Forty I Forty Four Forty II
Forty Four Forty III
I decided to form my own little band to help Arts4All
Florida celebrate. My works celebrate forty years of
Rory Odom
disabilities and art.
†Megan
Holmes
Cameron

Secret Lives of Leaves: First Dates
Wanna get
Wanna watch
Wanna go
a croissant?
the sunset?
canoeing?
“The Secret Lives of Leaves First Dates” is a bit silly and a
bit serious. It highlights simple moments to remind myself
to relish in and celebrate the little things and to say yes
to joy (or heck yeah! if croissants are involved).
Megan Holmes Cameron

Avery Villa
Proud Cloud

*Pariswinkle
Seeing the Stars

Katelyna Pastrana
Love is Life’s Highlights

Aaron Fraser
Magical Kingdom
Brody Holly
Scattering Chatter
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